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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. A function f of X into itself is a contraction 
of (X, d) if it satisfies: 
1.1 There is a K < 1 such that 
d( fx, fy) < Kd(x, y) for all x, y in X. 
According to Banach’s contraction principle a contraction of a complete 
metric space (X, d) leaves exactly one point of X fixed. Edelstein [ 1,2] and 
Rakotch [3] have weakened and localized condition (1) with the following 
results. 
1.2 THEOREM (Edelstein). Let (X, d) be a compact connected metric space 
and let a be a positive real number. If f is a function of X into itself such that 
d( fx, fy) < d(x, y) for all x, y in X such that d(x, y) < a, then f has a unique 
fixed point in X. 
1.3 THEOREM (Rakotch). Let (X, d) be a complete c-chainable metric space, 
let a be a positive real number and let p be a monotone decreasing function of the 
interval (0, a] into the interval [0, 1). Suppose f is a function of X into itself 
such that whenever x,y are in X and 0 < d(x, y) < a, then d( fx, fy) < 
p(d(x, y)) . d(x, y). Then f has a unique fixed point in X. 
The restrictions put on f in these theorems are more dependent on the 
underlying uniform structure of (X, d) th an is condition (l), which suggests 
that one could advantageously establish a contraction principle for self-maps 
of uniform spaces. A. Davis has already established a result for uniform 
spaces [4], which however does not appear to include the above theorems of 
Edelstein and Rakotch. 
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The purpose of this paper is to give a natural effective contraction principle 
for uniform spaces. In particular a characterization will be given of the 
contractions (cf. Definition 2.1) of a compact connected space X as those 
continuous functions f : X -+ X for which the filter base {f”(X) : n > l} 
converges. We will show how our results include Rakotch’s and Edelstein’s 
theorems. The results of Davis as applied to uniform spaces are straightfor- 
wardly included in ours. 
The notation and terminology is generally in agreement with N. Bourbaki 
[5]. Exceptions will be noted. 
2. UNIFORM CONTRACTIONS 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let (X, %) be a uniform space. A function f of X into 
itself is a contraction if for any entourage U of @ there is a closed entourage I’ 
such that 
fVf -l C Int(V) C U. (2) 
Here Int( I’) = interior of I’. All subsets of X x X and all functions of X 
into itself are considered to be relations on X and the composition of relations 
is denoted by their juxtaposition. Thus for example 
fVf -l = {(f%fY) : (?Y) E v. 
The function f is a uniform contraction if for any entourage U of % there are 
entourages V and W such that 
(fVf -1) 0 WC vc u. (3) 
We chose this definition of uniform contraction as one of the weakest 
appearing of several equivalent definitions. Their nature may be surmised 
from the following theorem. 
2.2 THEOREM. Let (X, %) be a uniform space. A function f of X into itself 
is a uniform contraction ;sf for every entourage U of % there are symmetric 
entourages V and W such that 
Wo(fWVWf-‘)o wcvcu. (4) 
PROOF. Condition (4) evidently is stronger than (3). Conversely, suppose f 
is a uniform contraction of X and let U be an entourage. Let V, and WI be 
entourages such that (V;-l) o V, C U and (f V,f -l) o WI C VI (powers and 
inverses of all relations are indicated by superscripts). Let W, be an entourage 
such that f WJ-1 C W, . We may assume that ( W;l o WJz C WI. Let 
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W = W;l o W, and let V = V:r o V, . Then V and W are symmetric 
entourages and 
WfWVWf-1w c wo (fWf-1) 0 (fVf-1) 0 (fWf-1) 0 w 
c w2 0 (fVf-1) 0 w2 c W;’ 0 (fy-‘v,f-1) 0 by 
c W;l 0 (fvp-1 0 (fv,f-1) 0 w, 
= ((fv,f-1) 0 Pi; )-lo (fv,f-1) 0 w, c VT-1 0 v, = v, 
which proves the theorem. 
2.3 COROLLARY. Any uniform contraction f of a uniform space (X, “?/) 
iS a contraction. 
PROOF. Let U be an entourage of %. There are entourages V and W of X 
such that (4) holds and in addition p C U. But since p C WVW and 
fWVWf-‘CInt(WfWVWf-lW), then 
fFj -l C Int( V) C Int( V) C U, 
so f is a contraction. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let (X, %) be a uniform space such that the topology induced 
on X by % is compact. Then a self-map of X is a contraction iff it is a uniform 
contraction. 
PROOF. By the previous corollary a uniform contraction of X is a contrac- 
tion. Conversely suppose f is a contraction of X. Then for any entourage 
U of X there is a closed entourage V of X such that f Vf-l C Int( V). But V is 
compact and f is (uniformly) continuous so f Vf-’ is the compact image of V 
under the continuous functionf x f : X x X-t X x X. Thus f Vf -l is closed 
and 
r\{Wo(fVf-1) 0 w: WE%} =fVf-1. 
Since f Vf-l is compact and V is a neighborhood of fVf-l, it follows that there 
is a Win @ such that W o ( f Vf-l) o W C V, and a fortiori ( f Vf -l) o WC V, 
proving that f is a uniform contraction. 
A uniform space (X, @) is well-chained [4] if for every pair x,y of points 
of X and any entourage U of @ there is a positive integer n such that 
6, Y> 6 U”. 
2.5 THEOREM (Uniform contraction principle). A uniform contraction f 
of a sequentially complete well-chained uniform space (X, a’) leaves exactly one 
point of X$xed. 
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PROOF. As in the metric case it suffices to show that for any point x of X, 
the sequence (p(x))z=r is a Cauchy sequence. The limit point x0 of this 
sequence is then the fixed point off. So let x be any point of X. Before 
showing that (f n(x))z=I is a Cauchy sequence we need to show that for 
any U E % there is a positive integer N such that: 
(f n(x), f “‘l(x)) E U for all n 3 iV. (5) 
Now from Theorem 2.2 it follows that there are symmetric entourages 
V and W in @ such that f VWf -l C V C U and f Wf -l C W. We claim that: 
f “V 0 W”f-” c v (6) 
any integer n 3 1. For n = 1 it is true by our choice of V and W, Suppose (6) 
is true for some n 3 1. Then 
fn+1v3 Wmflf-n-lCfn 0 (fVWf-1) 0 (fWQf-1) 2 f-“Cf”VWnf-” c v. 
Thus by induction on n, (6) is true for every positive integer n. 
To prove (5) observe that since X is well-chained there is a positive integer 
N such that (x, f(x)) E w”. Thus for n 3 N, 
(fyx), f”“(x))Ef”vw~f~“cf”vw~f-“c vc u, 
which proves (5). 
Now apply (5) to W to choose an integer N’ > 0 such that for n 2 N’, 
(f “(x),fnfl(x)) E w. w e c aim 1 that for any pair of integers m, n > N’, 
( f Tx), f”(x)) E v (7) 
which will show (f n(x))fr is a Cauchy sequence since V C U and U was an 
arbitrary element of %. Since V is symmetric it suffices to prove (7) 
for n = m + k where k >, 0. For k = 0 it is true since V contains the diagonal 
of X. Suppose (7) is true for all m and for some n where n = m + k and 
k > 0. Then (f “-l(x), f m(x)) E W by assumption and (f”(x), f”+“(x)) E V 
by the induction hypothesis. Hence (f “-l(x), f m+k(x)) E VW for all m > N’, 
and so (f “(x),f m+k+l(~)) EfVWf -l C T/ for all m ) N’. Thus (7) is true 
by induction on k = n - m for all m > N’ and all n 3 m, which was what 
we wanted to show. 
Note that for a compact space X, X is well chained iff X is connected. 
Thus we have: 
2.6 COROLLARY. If f is a contraction of a compact connected space X then f 
leaves exactly one point of XJixed. 
Actually one may say more. 
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2.7 THEOREM. Let X be a compact connected space and let f be a continuous 
function of X into itself. Then f is a contraction of X $f the filter base of sets 
of the form f “(X), n = 1, 2, . . . . converges. 
PROOF. Since X is compact, the uniform structure on X is the filter +Y 
of neighborhoods in X x X of the diagonal A = {(x, x) : x E X}. 
Suppose first that f is a contraction and let U be a neighborhood of A. 
Then by 2.3 and 2.4 there are elements V and W of % such that 
f VWf -l c w c u. 
Since X is compact and connected there is a positive integer n such that 
X x X = W”. But by statement (6) in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
f”(X) x f”(X) which is a subset off 12 Wnf -Iz, is hence a subset of V, that is, 
f”(X) is small of order V. Since V C U and U was an arbitrary element of %‘J, 
this shows that {f n(X) : n > 1) is a Cauchy filter base on X, and so con- 
verges. 
Conversely suppose {f”(X) : n > l} converges. For convenience let g be 
the function on X x X defined by letting 
.&TY) = (f%fY) 
for (x, y) E X x X. Then for A C X x X, g(A) = fAf -I. Suppose U is any 
entourage of %. Choose a sequence VI, V, , V, of closed entourages as 
follows. First let VI C Int( U) and suppose that m is so large that f “(X) is 
small of order Vi. This m exists since {f”(X) : n > l} converges and is a 
Cauchy filter base. Now g is a continuous function of X x X into itself such 
that g(d) C d and so there is a closed neighborhood V, of d contained in VI 
and such that g”(T/‘,) C VI for n = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. Then by our choice of m, 
Let V3 be the closure of Uz=i g”(V,) U V, . Evidently V, is a closed 
neighborhood of the diagonal contained in Int( U) such that g( V,) C V, . 
Now let H,, be a closed neighborhood of the diagonal that is contained in the 
interior of V, and let R be a positive integer such that f”(X) x f”(X) C H,, . 
For r = 1, 2, . . . . R let 
H, = V, n g-‘(H,,). 
Then H, = V, and 
(i) g(H,) C H,-, for R > Y >, 1. 
(ii) H, C Int( U) for R > Y > 0. 
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Since each H, is closed it follows from (i) and (ii) that we may define by 
induction a sequence G, of closed neighborhoods of H, for Y = 0, 1, . . . . R, 
such that Go = V, and (iii), (iv) hold. 
(iii) g(G,) C Int(G,._,) for Y = 1, . . . . R. 
(iv) G, C U for r = 1, . . . . R. 
Let V be uf=‘=, G, . Since g(G,) C Int(G+J for I = 1, . . . . R and 
g(G,) C I’, C Int(G,) then 
fVf-l = g(V) C Int( V). 
Since V was constructed so that V C U and 7J was an arbitrary entourage 
of % then f is a contraction of X. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. It is not hard to see that if (X, d) is a metric space and f is a 
self-map of X such that d( fx, fy) < d(x, y) whenever d(x, y) < a for some 
fixed a > 0, then f is a contraction of (X, @J, where %%d is the underlying 
uniform structure of d. Thus the above corollary extends Edelstein’s theorem 
to arbitrary compact connected spaces. 
To see that the uniform contraction principle includes Rakotch’s theorem 
we need the following. 
2.8 DEFINITION. A uniform contraction of a metric space (X, d) is a self- 
map f of X such that for some number a > 0 and every e E (0, u] there is 
a real number r = r(e) less than 1 such that if x, y are points of X and 
d(x, y) < e, then d( fx, fy) < Y . e. 
2.9 PROPOSITION. If f is a uniform contraction of a metric space (X, d) 
then f is a uniform contraction of the uniform space (X, ed) where %!d is 
is the uniform structure on X induced by d. 
PROOF. For any entourage U E %Yd there is an e E (0, l] such that 
V = V(e) = {(x, y) E X x X : d(x, y) < e} C U. 
Then let W = V((r - 1) . e). Evidently V and W satisfy (3), which proves 
the proposition. 
COROLLARY. Rakotch’s theorem. 
PROOF. We need only to show that for (X, d) and f as in the statement of 
Rakotch’s theorem, f is a uniform contraction of the metric space (X, d). 
Let p be a monotone decreasing function of the interval (0, a] into [0, 1) 
such that if x, y are points of X and 0 < d(x, y) ,( a, then d(fx, fy) < 
p(d(x, y)) * d(x, y). Suppose e E (0, a]. Then let r = max(p(e/2), l/2). If 
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d(x, y) < e, then either d(x, y) = 0 in which case d(f(x),f(y)) = 0 < Y * e, 
or 0 < d(x, y) < e/2 in which case d( fx, fy) < e/2 < r - e, or finally 
e/2 < d(x, y) < e, in which case 
4 fx, fy) < p(d(x, Y)) * d(x, Y) < p(eP) * e < r * e. 
Thus in all cases d( fx, fy) < Y - e if 0 < d(x, y) < e. 
REMARK. As with contractions (in the sense of (1)) of metric spaces it is 
not hard to construct an example of a uniform contraction of a metric space 
(X, d) that is not a uniform contraction of (X, d’) where d’ is a suitably 
chosen metric on X equivalent to d, that is such that %‘ld, = %J . However 
we have seen that all uniform contractions of the metric spaces (X, d) or 
(X, d’) are uniform contractions of the uniform space (X, a!> where 
@ = 02, = fad. . In this sense the category of uniform spaces is a more 
suitable category for a contraction principle than is the category of metric 
spaces. 
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